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Abstract

We study four networks that determine how demand shocks propagate through an economy:
the consumer spending network linking �rms and customers; the labor supply network across
regions; the pro�t distribution network among �rm owners; and the input-output network
across sectors. We measure the networks at the level of 2,400 region-sector cells in Denmark,
combining unique transaction data from the largest Danish bank with administrative register
data. We uncover novel facts on interdependencies between �rms and workers, for example
that �rms with low-earning workers depend on customers with relatively low income. To
interpret the data, we construct a model with many agents, sectors and regions that turns the
four individual networks into one connected demand network. In the model, the distributional
and aggregate e�ects of demand shocks crucially depend on their regional and sectoral origins,
as well as the structure of the demand network. Fiscal policy e�ectively mitigates the e�ects
of negative demand shocks if it is targeted to households or �rms whose spending most
e�ectively �ows to the a�ected regions or sectors.
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I Introduction

Imagine a demand shock that initially hits only some regions and sectors. How does this shock
propagate across all regions and sectors? How does it shape the response of aggregate output?
And how should we conduct stimulus policies in response? We show that the answers depend on
the complex web of interdependencies in an economy, represented by four networks: households
each consume goods produced by di�erent regions and sectors (consumer spending network);
individuals supply labor across regions (labor supply network); �rm pro�ts �ow across regions
and sectors (pro�t distribution network); and �rms in di�erent sectors trade intermediate inputs
(input-output network).

We begin the paper with a comprehensive measurement exercise. Economists going back
to Leontief (1928) have analyzed cross-sectoral input-output networks. We study a larger set
of networks that allow us to disaggregate economic activity beyond the production sector and
beyond sectoral heterogeneity. Building on a novel dataset that merges transactions-level spending
data with administrative register data, we measure the four networks mentioned above across
region-by-sector cells in the Danish economy. This gives us a detailed perspective on the four
main macroeconomic transactions: consumer spending, labor supply, �rm ownership, and trade
in intermediate inputs. We use the data to present several novel facts, for example that workers in
low-income retail sectors are disproportionately dependent on customers with lower incomes.

We then develop a theoretical framework that can match the high level of disaggregation of our
empirical work and connects the four individual networks to form a general equilibrium demand
network. Propagation of demand shocks in the demand network is described by a disaggregated
Keynesian cross. We highlight analytically and in simulations that the structure of the four
networks and the characteristics of connected households and �rms are the crucial determinants
of the aggregate and distributional e�ects of demand shocks.

We use our model to derive lessons for �scal policy. Policymakers typically rely on a wide
range of tools to mitigate recessions, including short-term work schemes, pension payouts,
unemployment bene�ts, and uniform stimulus checks. We show how policymakers can target
speci�c �rms and households to minimize the costs of providing �scal stimulus. Crucially, the
nature of the shocks—its distribution across di�erent household and �rm cells—determines the
e�cacy of policies. We argue that targeted �scal policy that takes into account the demand
network underlying economic activity is signi�cantly cheaper for the same employment gains
than untargeted �scal policy.

The �rst part of the paper contains our empirical work. It plays out at the level of region-sector
cells, for households and �rms. Each one of our approximately 2,400 household cells contains
individuals living in the same region and working in the same sector. Each one of our 1,000
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�rm cells contains �rm establishments located in the same region and sector. We use the �nest
breakdown into regions and sectors that is consistently feasible given the scope of the underlying
datasets. The regional breakdown is given by the 99 Danish municipalities plus one region for the
rest of the world.

A consistent sectoral breakdown is challenging. Our analysis requires a consistent de�nition
that nests spending categories (which indicate the types of goods sold by retailers, e.g., merchant
classi�cation codes, MCC) and industrial sectors (which indicate the types of goods produced
by �rms, e.g., International Standard Industrial Classi�cation, ISIC). We develop a novel method
to link the two classi�cation systems based on matching individual �rms’ sales terminals to
their tax information. Our cross-walk begins with internationally standardized spending and
industry categories, so it allows researchers in other countries to consistently compare spending
and production across sectors. Our �nal sectoral classi�cation contains 24 sectors. It distinguishes
within retail (e.g., food away from home, entertainment, groceries), non-retail (e.g., wholesale,
business services), and public sectors (e.g., education, administration) and also assigns non-working
individuals to distinct sectors (e.g., retired, unemployed).

We use our regional and sectoral classi�cation to measure all four networks. For the spending
network, we measure transactions using data from the largest Danish retail bank, Danske Bank.
Our sample contains a representative 20 percent of the Danish population in 2018 and 2019. A
unique feature of the data is that, for individual transactions, we can extract the exact region and
sector of work of individual consumers as well as the exact region and sector of the establishments
that receive payment transactions. Using a new text extraction algorithm, we identify this
information for almost all card (e.g., MasterCard, Visa) and mobile (e.g., Apple Pay) payments.1

We present several novel facts on the structure of the spending network. We �rst show that
distance plays an important role by evaluating several “gravity” relationships. The revenue of
retailers depends disproportionately on customers that are located nearby. In line with intuition,
distance particularly matters for sectors that sell everyday goods, such as food, grocery, and fuel,
while it is less important for travel-related and high-end department stores. We also �nd that the
higher the income of an average worker in a sector, the closer lives the average customer of that
sector. Similarly, retail workers with higher age and liquidity (ratio of liquid assets over income)
are more dependent on local customers.

Next, we document how the characteristics of workers and the customers they sell to are
correlated. We show that the higher the income of an average worker in a retail sector, the higher
the average income of its customers. A distinct question is whether customers disproportionately

1We cannot measure the destination of cash spending, but we can assign cash withdrawals across region-sector
cells using some simplifying assumptions. Denmark is a relatively cash-free economy (less than 10 percent of
transaction value are cash withdrawals), so cash plays a small role in the spending network.
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purchase goods from retail workers who share similar characteristics. We �nd that this is also
true. The spending of customers with higher income, age, and liquidity goes to retail cells whose
workers have higher average income, age, and liquidity, respectively. Taken together, these
�ndings imply that the spending network is characterized by positive matching between workers
and customers.

The other networks that we measure are the labor supply, pro�t distribution, and input-
output networks. We use administrative registers to construct the labor supply network, by
measuring work region and sector as well as residential region for all individuals in Denmark.
The pro�t distribution network determines how pro�ts of �rms are allocated across region-sector
cells, measured using tax data on stock wealth and owners’ regions of residence. Finally, we
measure input-output trade using cross-sectoral input-output tables and data on the cross-regional
distribution of �rm establishments.

Any analysis of the propagation of demand shocks requires estimates of marginal propensities
to consume (MPCs) for each household cell. We do this exploiting a 2009 Danish stimulus policy
(Kreiner et al. 2019). We estimate how spending of consumers with di�erent characteristics
responded to the stimulus, and then construct cell-level MPCs. Our estimates show signi�cant
variation in MPCs across sectors of work, but less across regions. Low-liquidity households, such as
grocery store workers, respond strongly to an increase in disposable income, while high-liquidity
households, such as in �nance, respond relatively little.

In the second part of the paper, we construct a model that allows us to quantify the role of the
four networks. The model matches the level of disaggregation of our empirical work. It allows for
a large number of household and �rm cells. Households have heterogeneous preferences and labor
supply across region-sector cells. Moreover, each household cell contains a heterogeneous fraction
of �nancially constrained “hand-to-mouth” households. Wages are sticky downward. We derive
a disaggregated, multi-agent and multi-sector Keynesian cross. The entries of the cross—and
therefore the propagation of shocks across region-sector cells—are determined by the structure
of the four networks. We highlight that we need to know the full structure of all networks to
determine how shocks a�ect the distribution of income and spending as well as aggregate output.
We graphically illustrate the directed graph underlying the disaggregated Keynesian multiplier.

We underscore the role of the networks through several thought experiments. Imagine a shock
to households in a single cell, for instance �scal policy targeted at a single cell. How does this
shock a�ect aggregate growth in Denmark? How does it a�ect growth in any other region-sector
cell? We show that the spending network plays a crucial role in answering both questions. If
households spend symmetrically, like they would in a representative agent framework, growth is
almost identical across regions. If we apply the true spending network, there are huge asymmetries.
Cells are more a�ected if they are geographically close to the origin of the shock and if they have
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workers with similar characteristics to the shocked cell.
The third part of the paper combines theory and measurement to study how government

policy can take into account the network structure of the economy. We study the Great Recession
in Denmark and focus on two shocks: a decrease in consumer spending (due to domestic banking
and housing crises) and a drop in the demand for Danish exports. We measure how spending
and exports changed in every region-sector cell during the Great Recession. We then feed these
shocks into the model and examine di�erent policy responses. Fiscal stimulus can take two forms:
spending on �rms (including short-term work schemes that keep workers employed) and transfers
to households. To replace an extra 5 percent of GDP, a uniform �scal policy that does not consider
the network structure would cost 68 percent more than taking no action. In sharp contrast, a
spending policy that targets �rms based on their network position would cost only 8 percent,
while a targeted transfer policy would cost 14 percent. We show that the bene�ts of network-based
targeting are even larger for more asymmetric shocks. These �ndings suggest that modeling and
measuring networks has important implications for our understanding of shock propagation and
targeted policy.

We contribute to the literature by comprehensively measuring four networks. There are few
attempts to measure labor supply and pro�t distribution networks across region-sector cells.
On the spending network, Dunn and Gholizadeh (2020) document card transactions across US
regions, while Flynn, Patterson and Sturm (2021) use state-level commodity �ows data to proxy
for input-output and consumption links. Our measurement approach innovates in several respects.
First, it has been di�cult to observe spender and receiving �rm in the same dataset, which is
essential to measuring the spending network. Here, we can directly extract work sector and
regions of both spending households and receiving �rms. This allows us to accurately measure
variation in spending behavior across region-by-sector cells. Second, we use a large micro dataset
that is representative of the population. Third, we develop new techniques aimed at extracting
text information from bank transactions and merging spending categories and industrial sectors.

Our paper contributes to the empirical literature on demand shock propagation. Empirical
work has estimated locally concentrated demand spillovers within and across neighboring regions.
Within regions, �nancial shocks to �rms harm labor income at local �rms, workers’ spending,
and ultimately the outcomes of other local �rms (Huber 2018, Giroud and Mueller 2019). More
directly, shocks to households can raise product demand and generate local growth (Mian and Su�
2014, Egger, Haushofer, Miguel, Niehaus and Walker 2019, Mian, Sarto and Su� 2019, Verner and
Gyöngyösi 2020). Shocks to individual regions can also spill over to neighboring areas through
demand linkages (Dupor and McCrory 2018, Auerbach, Gorodnichenko and Murphy 2020). We
go beyond these locally concentrated analyses by measuring the four networks and quantifying
demand spillovers across both regions and sectors.
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On the theoretical side, recent papers have modeled cross-sectoral demand spillovers (Guerrieri,
Lorenzoni, Straub and Werning 2020, Flynn et al. 2021, Baqaee and Farhi 2020b, Baqaee and Farhi
2020a, Woodford 2020, Flynn et al. 2021). Relative to these papers, our model is general and
combines ingredients that previously have not appeared together in the same framework.2 Several
other papers study input-output networks, often focusing on input-output connections without
emphasizing propagation on the demand side (Horvath 2000, Jones 2011, Acemoglu, Carvalho,
Ozdaglar and Tahbaz-Salehi 2012, Baqaee and Farhi 2019a, Baqaee and Farhi 2020b, Caliendo,
Dvorkin and Parro 2019, Bigio and La’O 2020, Rubbo 2020). Our model also builds on recent
advances in modeling heterogeneous agents (Bilbiie 2008, Galí, López-Salido and Vallés 2007,
Kaplan, Moll and Violante 2018).

Our analysis of cross-regional spillovers is related to a trade literature studying regional
spillovers (Adão, Arkolakis and Esposito 2019, Galle, Rodríguez-Clare and Yi 2017, Caliendo
et al. 2019). Our paper di�ers from this work in several dimensions, notably in our focus on
demand spillovers, our empirical measurement of all four networks, and our study of targeted
policy. By estimating cross-regional spillovers, our work sheds light on the relationship between
cross-regional estimation techniques and aggregate outcomes, a question raised by several recent
studies (Nakamura and Steinsson 2014, Beraja, Hurst and Ospina 2019, Chodorow-Reich 2019).

II Measurement

The aim of this section is to comprehensively measure interdependencies across Danish regions
and sectors. National accounts in most countries include an input-output (Leontief) table of
cross-sectoral trade. We measure a larger and �ner set of networks by documenting �ows of
spending, labor, and pro�ts across regions and sectors.

II.A Analyzing Region-Sector Cells

Our unit of analysis are 2,400 region-by-sector cells. We employ the �nest breakdown into
regions and sectors that is consistently feasible across the underlying data sources. We group
individuals into household cells (indicated by i) by their region of residence and sector of work.
Firm establishments are grouped into �rm cells (indexed by j) by their region and industrial sector.

At the sectoral level, one contribution of our data work is to match spending categories (which
indicate the type of goods and services sold by stores) to industrial sectors (which indicate the
goods and services produced by establishments). So far, there exists no established mapping

2We generalize the preference heterogeneity in Woodford (2020) and the sector-speci�c labor supply in Guerrieri
et al. (2020), and combine it with an input-output structure as in Baqaee and Farhi (2020a). Our model is similar in
spirit to Flynn et al. (2021), but includes capital, the rest of the world, a labor supply matrix, a pro�t distribution
matrix, and, importantly, a downward nominal wage rigidity.
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between stores and sectors in the literature. We produce a novel cross-walk that links industrial
sectors with the goods and services that they produce and the stores that sell them. The new cross-
walk uses internationally standardized merchant and sector classi�cations (Merchant Category
Codes and ISIC/NACE sectors). This means researchers can easily adopt our method to jointly
study production and consumption categories in other countries. The resulting 24 sectors are
described in Appendix B.B and listed in Table A.I

The sectoral breakdown includes retail sectors selling directly to households (e.g., food away
from home, entertainment, grocery stores, drug stores) and non-retail sectors transacting mostly
with �rms (e.g., wholesale, agriculture, manufacturing, business services). There are separate
sectors for the non-working parts of the population (e.g., retired, students, unemployed, not in
workforce) and government-run sectors (e.g., public administration, health, education).

At the regional level, we use the 99 Danish municipalities plus one region for the rest of
the world. The average household cell has 1,800 residents and the smallest 1,000. The largest
household cell is the group of retired in Copenhagen (50,000 residents).

II.B The Spending Network

The spending data come from the largest Danish retail bank, Danske Bank. We see all transactions
of private account holders, including spending via cards, direct debit, bills, mobile applications,
and cash withdrawals. Danske Bank customers represent the population well in terms of age,
income, and liquid asset holdings (Table A.II). Around 20 percent of the adult population are in
our sample.

The spending data capture essentially all spending by the account holders. Average spending
in the Danish consumption survey is similar to total spending in our transaction data, even within
di�erent regions (Figure I, panel A). The time series of aggregate card spending in the national
accounts and in our transaction data evolve in parallel, suggesting that the transaction data also
capture aggregate trends accurately (panel B).
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Figure I: The spending data capture aggregate levels and trends

A: Average monthly spending by region
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Notes: The average monthly spending per individual is 73 USD (453 DKK) higher in our transaction data, compared to
government’s consumption survey (panel A). Aggregate card spending evolves in parallel in our transaction data and
government data (panel B). (Apart from card spending, there exists no �gure in the national accounts for aggregate
total household spending that is comparable to our transaction data.)

A key innovation is that we can measure on which regions and sectors individuals spend their
money. We extract the information from text strings that come with each transaction. The exact
information provided varies by payment method. Card payments (e.g., Dankort, MasterCard,
Visa) and some mobile transactions (e.g., Apple Pay) include information on address and sector
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of the receiving store (for details, see Appendix B.A). Together, they accounted for 60 percent
of total transaction value in 2016. We can see the receiving sector, but not region, for direct
debit and bills, so we assign this spending across regions using the distribution of other spending
types. We assume that withdrawn cash is spent across regions and sectors with the distribution
of other payment types. Denmark is among the economies where cash plays the smallest role (9
percent of 2016 transaction value). As a result, the spending network and the results below do not
change meaningfully if we use di�erent assumptions to distribute cash spending across regions
and sectors. We can also extract individuals’ region of residence and sector of work from the bank
account data (detailed in Appendix B.C).

Danske Bank started recording detailed data on destination region and sector of payments
starting in 2018. The sample used for the spending network therefore includes all private account
holders who conducted at least one transaction in every month of 2018 and 2019, had their main
bank account with Danske Bank, and are older than 18.3

Having identi�ed origin and destination region and sector of transactions, we construct a
spending network. Each entry in this network contains the total spending of individuals in a given
cell i (i.e., individuals living in the same region and working in the same sector) on retailers in a
given �rm cell j (i.e., retailers in the same region and sector).

II.C The Labor Supply Network

We construct a second network that describes the �ow of labor across regions. Each entry in the
labor supply network contains the total number of individuals in cell i that work in �rm cell j.
We rely on administrative registers containing both work and residential addresses of everyone
working in Denmark to construct the network.

II.D The Pro�t Distribution Network

We create a network that measures ownership of �rms, and therefore which household cells
receive �rm pro�ts. We use administrative data to identify the owners of listed corporations. We
observe the total value of each individual’s stock portfolio and then aggregate at the cell level. The
pro�t network assign the aggregate pro�ts of listed �rms in proportion to a cell’s stock wealth.
The underlying assumption is that all Danish stock holders have a diversi�ed portfolio of Danish
listed �rms. We approximate the aggregate pro�ts of listed �rms in Denmark using information
from Statistics Denmark. (Speci�cally, we multiply aggregate pro�ts of all �rms with the share of
revenue produced by corporations.) 53 percent of the market value of listed Danish �rms is held

3Each Dane registers an o�cial “main account” (NemKonto) with the government, which is used for all transactions
with the public sector.
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in Denmark, so the pro�t distribution network assigns that share of pro�ts to cells in Denmark.
We cannot directly identify owners of unlisted �rms, so we use the commuting network to

proxy for ownership. The underlying assumption is that the share of unlisted �rms in cell A
owned by individuals in cell B is proportional to the share of workers in cell A living in cell B. We
measure aggregate pro�ts of unlisted �rms by multiplying aggregate pro�ts of all �rms with the
revenue share of �rms in sole proprietorship.

II.E The Input-Output Network

Data on sectoral input-output trade are available from Statistics Denmark. This allows us to accu-
rately measure the input-output network across sectors. To incorporate the regional distribution,
we treat inputs provided by non-retail sectors di�erently to inputs provided by retail sectors. For
non-retail inputs, we assume that �rm cells purchase a given input from another cell in proportion
to the share of the cell in the national production of the input. This assumption implies that cells
belonging to the same production sector source non-retail inputs symmetrically from all other
cells. For retail inputs, we assume that �rms cells source only from their own region.

II.F Estimating Marginal Propensities to Consume

We are interested in the propagation of shocks through household consumption, so we also need
to estimate marginal propensities to consume (MPCs). To identify an exogenous shock to liquid
funds, we focus on a Danish stimulus policy from 2009. The policy allowed individuals to convert
capital held in an illiquid Special Pension account (called SP) into immediately accessible funds
(Kreiner et al. 2019). The SP funds stemmed from a government-mandated retirement savings
program that was in place from 1998 to 2003.4 The original plan was that the funds would be paid
out in regular rates only after individuals turned 65. On March 1, 2009, the Danish government
unexpectedly announced that all SP holders would have access to their SP funds from June 1, 2009.
More than three million people – about three quarters of the adult population – were eligible. Out
of this group, 94 percent chose to have their SP funds paid out, almost all within the �rst two
months.

We begin by analyzing the dynamic response of spending to the SP payout.5 Speci�cally, we
use monthly data to regress spending by individual i in month t on the amount in the SP in June

4From 1998 to 2003, individuals had to contribute 1 percent of their gross earnings to the SP. In 1999 and 2000,
contributions were redistributed among account holders so that everyone received the same deposit, regardless
of individual earnings. Employment status was the only source of variation in deposits in those years. From 2001
onward, deposits varied one-to-one with contributions. Contributions were suspended in 2004, but the accumulated
funds remained tied up in SP accounts.

5For details on the data construction for the MPC estimation, see Appendix C.
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2009, interacted with indicators for every month:

spendingit =
∑
τ

βτ × 1 [t = τ ]× amount in SPi + δt × xi + αi + υit. (1)

The vector xi captures characteristics of individual i, all measured at the beginning of 2009. We
include �xed e�ects for a full three-way interaction between age (82 categories), income (10
categories), and the ratio of liquid assets to disposable income (10 categories), as well as indicators
for municipality of residence and sector of work. All these variables are interacted with indicators
for each calendar month to absorb di�erential trends in spending for individuals with di�erent
characteristics. Finally, αi denotes individual �xed e�ects capturing time-invariant di�erences in
spending levels across individuals.6

Figure II: The e�ect of the Special Pension stimulus on individual monthly spending
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Notes: The Special Pension policy and the estimation procedure are described in Section II.F.

The coe�cients βτ measure the e�ect of an additional DKK in the SP on spending in month
τ , relative to February 2009. The coe�cient for January 2009 is close to zero and insigni�cant,
showing that the spending behavior of individuals with higher SP evolved in parallel to others
before the March announcement (Figure II). This supports the view that the SP policy is a suitable
shock for our purposes, since it was unexpected and since individuals with higher SP were not
on di�erent spending paths before March (conditional on our controls). There was only a small

6We use the total amount in the SP as regressor in the baseline speci�cations, since it is pre-determined and
therefore una�ected by the endogenous decision of whether to take the money out or not. In a robustness check, we
�nd similar results when using the actual amount paid out of the SP in 2009 as regressor.
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anticipation e�ect in April and May. Once funds were released in June, spending of individuals
with higher SP shot up and remained elevated for the subsequent year.

Existing work shows that responses to �nancial shocks vary with income, age, and the ratio of
liquid assets to income (Johnson et al. 2006; Cloyne et al. 2019; Ganong and Noel 2019; Fagereng
et al. 2021). To examine such di�erences, we construct groups of individuals based on the full
interaction of quintiles of income, age, and liquidity ratio (i.e., a total of 125 groups). We interact
the SP amount and an indicator for months after June 2009 (postt) with indicators for all 125
groups:

spendingit =
∑
g

βg × 1 [i ∈ g]× amount in SPi × postt + δt × xi + αi + υi, (2)

where i indexes individuals and g indexes groups. The coe�cient βg represents the monthly MPC
for individuals in bin g, averaged over the 12 months following the release of the SP funds. In
what follows, we multiply all βg coe�cients by 12 to express them as annual MPCs. There is
a negative relationship between annual MPCs and the liquidity ratio, but no clear pattern with
respect to income and age (Figure A.I).

In a �nal step, we assign a predicted MPC to every individual in the population, equal to the
estimated β̂g of the group g to which the individual belongs. We then average the predicted MPCs
of individuals in every region-sector cell to get cell-level MPCs.

III Empirical Patterns in the Networks

Having assembled data on the four networks, we present novel facts on the shape and structure
of these networks.

III.A The Spending Network on Maps

We begin by showing maps of the spending network. We plot the share of spending of Aarhus (a
large city) residents working in food away home that goes to di�erent regions (Figure III, panel A).
Most spending is local, indicated by the dark red Aarhus region. The further away a region, the
less spending it receives. An exception is the capital Copenhagen (in the East), which is among the
regions receiving the greatest amount of spending, despite its distant location from Aarhus. The
spatial pattern for hotel workers from Aarhus is similar (panel B), suggesting that much variation
is driven by cross-regional, rather than cross-sectoral, di�erences in behavior.

As comparison to Aarhus, we plot spending shares for the neighboring region of Norddjurs
(a rural region). Distance is still key, with Copenhagen the exception. Food away from home
and hotel workers still behave relatively similarly. However, the scale of Norddjurs’ residents
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spending is much more local, with little spending going beyond the regions that immediately
border Norddjurs. This suggests that there are important di�erences between urban and rural
regions in how they distribute spending spatially.

Figure III: Spending shares across regions

A: Food away workers in Aarhus B: Hotel workers in Aarhus

C: Food away workers in Norddjurs D: Hotel workers in Norddjurs

Notes: The �gures plots the regional destinations of spending for two household cells located in Aarhus (dark red
region in panels A and B) and Norddjurs (dark red region in panels C and D) working in the given sector. The scale is
in logs.

III.B The Role of Distance in the Spending Network

We explore the e�ect of geographic distance on spending behavior more formally. The outcome in
this analysis is the total amount (in logs) spent by individuals in region-sector cell i on retail �rms
in region-sector cell j.7 The independent variable is the distance (in logs) between the region of
residence of individuals in i and the region of retailers in j.

log spendingij = ξ × log distanceij + αi + αj + εij. (3)
7We set the distance equal to 1 km for cells in the same region.
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We include �xed e�ects for (spender) household cells and (receiving) �rm cells. The �xed e�ects
control for all cell-speci�c factors that determine outward or incoming spending �ows, such as
the size of a cell, the preferences of households, or the types of goods produced by �rms. Standard
errors are two-clustered at the level of cells i and j. In a regression including all sectors in the
sample, we �nd that the elasticity of spending with respect to distance is -1.84 (standard error:
0.04). This highlights the strong negative e�ect of distance on spending.

Figure IV: Geographic distance and spending (by type of retail �rm)
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sector type, which faciliates interpretation of level di�erences. The bins are based on 15 evenly-sized quantiles of log
distance. The solid line is the line of best �t, estimated using the cell-level data in separate regressions by sector type.
We report the estimated slopes in the legend, with standard errors that are two-way clustered at the level of spender
cell and receiving cell.

We plot the relationship between distance and spending for three types of retail sectors (Figure
IV). The distance gradient across all sectors is close to linear for all sector types, indicating that
the elasticity is quantitatively stable across distance. We �nd signi�cant variation in the elasticity
across the sector types. The �rst type includes retailers selling everyday purchases, such as food,
grocery, drug, and fuel stores. The distance gradient is strongest for this sector type, with an
estimated elasticity of -2.51 (0.04). The steep gradient implies that retailers of everyday purchases
receive a much higher share of their revenue from nearby customers, relative to customers located
far away. The distance gradient is weaker for travel-related and high-end department stores, with
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an estimate of -0.78 (0.05). Hence, these sectors are less dependent on nearby customers than
everyday retailers, but the negative gradient still indicates that nearby customers compose a larger
share of their revenue. The remaining sector type mostly sells specialized goods and advice, and
the elasticity lies between the other two groups.

We examine further what kind of retail sectors are more dependent on nearby spending. We
correlate characteristics of a retail cell’s workers (income, age, liquidity) with the geographic
distance of the cell’s customers. The analysis is at the level of retail cells j. As outcome for this
analysis, we calculate how far an average customer is located from the retailer. Speci�cally, we
construct the weighted average distance between retailers in cell j and customer cells i, where
the weight is the share of spending from cell i going to cell j, relative to total spending received
by cell j.

The association between distance of customers and worker income is negative (Figure V, panel
A). This implies that the higher the income of a cell’s workers, the closer an average customer of
that cell. Similarly, the relationship between worker age (panel B) and worker liquidity (panel C)
is negative. In sum, retail workers with higher income, age, and liquidity are more dependent on
local customers.
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Figure V: Characteristics of retail workers and geographic distance to their customers
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Notes: The �gures are binned scatter plots using data from the spending network. The horizontal axis measures the
average characteristic of workers in a given retail �rm cell. The vertical axis measures the weighted average distance
(in log km) between a given �rm cell and the cells of its customers, where the weight is the share of the �rm cell’s
revenue that is generated by the customer cell. The bins are based on 15 evenly-sized quantiles. The calculation
includes all sectors where individuals are in the workforce. The solid line is the line of best �t, estimated using the
cell-level data. Liquidity is the ratio of liquid assets to income.

III.C Characteristics of Workers and Customers

Do retail workers sell to customers with similar characteristics? We compare the income, age, and
liquidity of workers in a retail cell with the average customer buying from that cell. As outcomes,
we use the weighted average of customers’ income, age, and liquidity (constructed in parallel
to the weighted average distance above). We �nd that the association is positive for all three
characteristics (Figure VI ). The revenue of cells with high-income workers depends to a larger
extent on high-income customers. Similarly, cells with old and liquid workers are more dependent
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on old and liquid customers, respectively.

Figure VI: Characteristics of retail workers and their customers
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Notes: The �gures are binned scatter plots using data from the spending network. The horizontal axis measures
the average characteristic of workers in a given retail �rm cell. The vertical axis measures the weighted average
characteristic of customers of the given retail �rm cell, where the weight is the share of the �rm cell’s revenue that
is generated by the customer cell. The bins are based on 15 evenly-sized quantiles. The calculation includes all
sectors where individuals are in the workforce. The solid line is the line of best �t, estimated using the cell-level data.
Liquidity is the ratio of liquid assets to income.

A distinct question is whether high-income customers also spend proportionately more on
cells with high-income workers. The �ndings so far do not automatically imply that this is true.
High-income workers may be important for the revenue of high-income cells, but it could be that
high-income cells make up only a small share of high-income consumers’ baskets. We explore
this question by conducting an analysis at the level of household cells i. As outcome for cell i, we
use the weighted average income of workers in all retail cells j that receive spending from i. The
weight is the share of spending from cell i going to cell j, relative to the total amount spent by
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cell i.

Figure VII: Characteristics of customers and the retail workers who receive their spending
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Notes: The �gures are binned scatter plots using data from the spending network. The horizontal axis measures
the average characteristic of workers in a given customer cell. The vertical axis measures the weighted average
characteristic of retail workers who receive spending from the given customer cell, where the weight is the share of
spending on the retail cell out of the customer cell’s total spending. The bins are based on 15 evenly-sized quantiles.
The solid line is the line of best �t, estimated using the cell-level data. The calculation includes all sectors where
individuals are in the workforce. The solid line is the line of best �t, estimated using the cell-level data. Liquidity is
the ratio of liquid assets to income.

We �nd that high-income customers spend more on cells with high-income workers (Figure
VII, panel A). Similarly, old and liquid households also spend more on old and liquid customers,
respectively (panels B and C). Taken together, the spending network is characterized by positive
matching on observables between workers and customers, in both directions. On the one hand,
the spending of customers goes disproportionately to retail cells where workers have similar
characteristics. And on the other hand, the revenue of retail cells comes disproportionately from
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customers with similar characteristics to the retail workers.

IV Model of Regional and Sectoral Linkages

We construct a model to study the role of the empirical network patterns described above. The
model is rich enough to allow for general spending, labor supply, pro�t distribution, and input-
output networks. It allows us to quantify how the four networks shape the output of regions,
sectors, and the aggregate economy.

The model runs in discrete time, t = 0, 1, 2, . . ., but is designed to return to steady state in
period t = 1.8 There is a one-period shock at t = 0, modeled as a joint �scal policy and demand
shock. The model consists of a set I of household cells (corresponding to our region-by-sector of
work cells in the data) and a set J of �rm cells (corresponding to our region-by-sector cells in the
data). We describe each in turn.

IV.A Setup

Household cells. There are �nitely many household cells, labeled by i ∈ I . There is a mass λi
of households within the household cell, all sharing the same preferences and maximizing utility

Ui ≡
∑
j∈J

αij log (cij0) + (1 + δj)
∞∑
t=1

βt
∑
j∈J

αij log (cijt) . (4)

Here, cijt is the consumption of a good produced by �rm cell j by a household in cell i at date t.
αij denotes the spending shares, with

∑
j∈J αij = 1. δj is a patience shock.

Within each cell, there exist two independent dimensions of heterogeneity. Households are
either hand-to-mouth, with no access to �nancial markets (measure µiλi), or they are uncon-
strained (measure (1− µi)λi). Households work in any of the sectors J , with λij being the mass
of households working in �rm cell j,

∑
j∈J λij ≤ λi.9 All workers are assumed to possess one

unit of labor endowment, which may be rationed due to insu�cient demand in their sector of
work. We denote by nijt ≤ 1 the actual hours by the average household in cell i working in
�rm cell j. Finally, households also earn dividends from pro�ts Πjt earned in �rm cell j, with
share (1− µ̃i)κij going to unconstrained households in cell i and µ̃iκij going to hand-to-mouth
households in cell i.

8This trick has recently been used in Eggertsson and Krugman (2012) and Guerrieri et al. (2020).
9We allow for an inequality here to allow for households that do not actively participate in the labor market, such

as students, retirees or long-term unemployed.
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The consolidated budget constraint for unconstrained households is then given by∑
j∈J

Pjtc
u
ijt+ai,t+1 ≤ (1+ ιt)ait+(1−µi)Tit+(1−µi)

∑
j∈J

λijnijtWjt+(1− µ̃i)
∑
j∈J

κijΠjt. (5)

Here, the superscript “u” denotes “unconstrained”; Pjt and Wjt are the prices and wages of
goods and workers in �rm cell j; ιt is the nominal interest rate; Tit is a transfer of resources to
unconstrained households. Initial wealth of unconstrained households will not play a big role and
we will therefore set it to zero, ai0 = 0.

The consolidated budget constraint for hand-to-mouth households is given by∑
j∈J

Pjtc
h
ijt ≤ µiTit + µi

∑
j∈J

λijnijtWjt + µ̃i
∑
j∈J

κijΠjt. (6)

We let cijt denote the total consumption by households in cell i, that is, cijt = cuijt + chijt. Total
pretax income earned by households in cell i is denoted by yit =

∑
j∈J λijnijtWjt + κui Πt.

Firm cells. There is a representative �rm in each �rm cell j ∈ J . It produces Yjt units of its
good j with Cobb-Douglas technology

Yjt = ZjN
γNj
jt K

γKj
jt

∏
j′∈J

(Xjj′t)
γXj ωjj′ . (7)

It uses Njt units of labor, with j-speci�c factor income share γNj ; Kjt units of capital, with j-
speci�c income share γKj ; and Xjj′t units of intermediate goods, purchased from �rm cell j′, for
each j′ ∈ J , with expenditure share γXj ωjj′ . Total factor productivity is constant and given by
Zj . As we will focus on a one-period long shock, the capital stock will not adjust in response and
hence can be thought of as �xed. We assume constant returns to scale, γNj + γKj + γXj = 1 and∑

j′∈J ωjj′ = 1.10 Prices Pj set by �rms in cell j are assumed to be perfectly competitive.11 Pro�ts
are given by

Πjt = γKj Yjt

.

Nominal rigidity and government. We assume that wages are downwardly rigid and set one
period in advance. This implies that while all wages (and prices) in periods t ≥ 1 are perfectly

10Decreasing returns to scale are nested in our formulation as capital does not respond in the short run.
11Price rigidities would not change any of our conclusions given that our model includes nominal wage rigidities

(see below).
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�exible, wages in period 0 satisfy
Wj0 ≥ Wj, (8)

where Wj is the nominal wage in �rm cell j in the steady state. Whenever (8) binds, labor
endowments of workers in �rm cell j are rationed. For simplicity, we assume that the rationing is
uniform across workers, that is,

nij0 = Nj0/Nj

and nijt = 1 for t ≥ 1. Nj is the steady state labor supply to �rm cell j.
The government transfers resources Tit to household cell i and spends Gjt on good j at date t,

subject to the �ow budget constraint∑
j∈J

PjtGjt +
∑
i∈I

Tit + (1 + ιt)Bt ≤ Bt+1.

We set B0 = 0 for simplicity.
Monetary policy keeps a �xed nominal interest rate ι at date 0, and thereafter chooses it to

implement the natural allocation.

Rest of the world. We allow for one household cell and one �rm cell to represent consumption
and production by the rest of the world. We denote those cells by i = < and j = < respectively.
Foreign households are unconstrained, µ< = 0, only work in their own �rm cell, that is, λ<j = 0

for j 6= <. We assume that wages in the rest of the world are �exible, that is (8) does not hold for
j = < and n<jt = 1. This assumption is equivalent to a �exible exchange rate. The preference
shock δ< of the rest of the world is akin to an export demand shock.

Aggregates. We de�ne nominal value added of sector j as Vjt ≡ PjtYjt −
∑

j′∈J Pj′tXjj′t,
nominal GDP as V t ≡

∑
j 6=< Vjt, total domestic employment as N t ≡

∑
j 6=<Njt, total domestic

consumer spending as Ct ≡
∑

i 6=<,j∈J cijt, exports as X t ≡
∑

j 6=< c<jt +
∑

j′ 6=<X<j′t, imports as
M t ≡

∑
i 6=< ci<t +

∑
j 6=<Xj<t, total pretax domestic income as yt ≡

∑
i 6=< yit, total tax revenue

by T t ≡
∑

i 6=< Tit, total government spending by Gt ≡
∑

j∈J Gjt. The following accounting
identity holds:

V t = Ct +Gt +X t −M t.

Equilibrium. We de�ne equilibrium as follows.

De�nition 1. Given shocks {δi} and �scal policy {Tit, Gjt}, a competitive equilibrium consists of
an allocation and prices in which households maximize utility (4) subject to their budget constraint
(5) or (6) (depending on whether the household is unconstrained or hand-to-mouth), �rms set
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prices equal to marginal cost and produce according to (7). Market clearing for goods requires that

Yjt =
∑
j′∈J

Xj′jt +
∑
i∈I

cijt +Gjt. (9)

Market clearing for labor requires that Njt =
∑

i∈I λijnijt and market clearing for assets requires
that Bt+1 =

∑
i∈I ait+1.

We make the following weak assumptions on the theory.

Assumption 1. For each �rm cell j, there exists at least one household cell i with positive spending
on j, αij > 0. All �rm cells j have a positive capital share γKj > 0. All household cells i have a
positive pro�t share κij > 0. There is at least one household cell i with µi < 1.

IV.B Steady state

It is useful to characterize the steady state of the model, without any shocks or government
activity, that is, the equilibrium in which δi = Tit = Gjt = Bt = 0 and β(1 + ιt) = 1. We drop
the subscript “t” for steady state variables. To simplify the exposition, we choose Zj in order to
normalize all prices to 1, Pj = 1. This is without loss for our analysis.

In the steady state, labor endowments all equal 1, so that total income and spending of
household cell i is given by

yi =
∑
j∈J

λijWj +
∑
j∈J

κijΠjt cij = αijyj. (10)

Given sales of PjYj = Yj , �rms pay their inputs in proportion to income shares,

Xjj′ = γXj ωjj′Yj WjNj = γNj Yj Πjt = γKj Yj. (11)

Substituting (10) and (11) into (9), we obtain a �xed point equation for sales by sector j

Yj =
∑
j′∈J

γXj′ ωj′jYj′ +
∑
i∈I

αij

(∑
j′∈J

λij′

Nj′
γNj′ Yj′ + κi

∑
j′∈J

γKj′ Yj′t

)
. (12)

We analyze this equation by stacking it into vectors. Hence forth, bold objects will denote vectors
and matrices, e.g. Y = (Yj)j∈J . We de�ne the input output matrices Ω ≡ (ωjj′)

′
jj′ , the spending

matrix A ≡ (αij)
′
ij , the labor supply matrix Λ = (Λij)ij ≡ (λij/Nj)ij , and the matrix for stock

ownership K ≡ (κij)ij , for which all columns are identical. The transposes for Ω and A ensure
that all four matrices, Ω, A, Λ, K are column-stochastic. We also de�ne DN , DK and DX as
diagonal matrices with entries γNj , γKj and γXj , respectively.
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We can then express (12) in vector form as

Y = ΩDXY + A
(
ΛDNY + KDKY

)
=
(
ΩDX + AΛDN + AKDK

)
Y. (13)

Here, Ω, A, Λ, and K are all non-negative, column-stochastic matrices, and DX + DN + DK =

I. Therefore, ΩDX + AΛDN + AKDK is non-negative and column-stochastic, too. Using
Assumption 1, we show in Appendix Appendix E.A, that the matrix is also primitive, implying
that it admits (up to scale) a unique, positive right-eigenvector with eigenvalue 1. We let Y denote
that eigenvector. By de�nition Yj are steady state sales of sector j. Steady state wages are then
given by Wj = γNj Yj/Nj , where Nj =

∑
i∈I λij is the total supply of labor to sector j in steady

state given that all agents supply their full labor endowment, so nijt = 1. Steady state value added
is given by V =

(
I− ΩDX

)
Y and nominal GDP by V = 1′V.

IV.C Calibration

We calibrate the model directly to the data from Section II. In particular, information on A

comes from the spending network. When i = <, αij is set to equal Danish exports by �rm cell.
Information on Λ comes from the labor supply network. Λ<j is set to zero. (Assuming no cross
border employment, Λi< is irrelevant for our analysis.) K corresponds to the pro�t distribution
network. K<j is assumed to be 47% for all listed �rms, in line with administrative data on foreign
ownership of Danish stocks. Ki< is irrelevant for our analysis. Ω corresponds to the input-output
network. The shares of constrained households µi across household cells are chosen to match the
evidence on MPCs in Section II.F. We choose the shares of pro�ts going to constrained households
µ̃i in a way that the any pro�ts from unlisted �rms are spent with the estimated MPC, while
pro�ts from listed �rms are spent with an MPC of 5%.

We assume that household cell i = < only works in cell j = <, and is unconstrained, µ< = 0.
We normalize Y by matching the total value of exports. Figure VIII compares model implied
steady state variables with corresponding objects from the data. The
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Figure VIII: Comparing of model steady state and data across cells

Note. Units are log DKK, up to a constant.

V Symmetric Propagation through the Demand Network

We are now ready to study the propagation of shocks through the model. We will distinguish two
cases based on the heterogeneity of exposure of the di�erent sectors to shocks. The �rst case,
explored in this section, assumes that the shock hits while all sectors are demand constrained,
rationing employment. We call this “symmetric propagation”. This includes situations in which the
economy is hit by a negative demand shock (to some or all sectors) and no sector receives strictly
more demand than in steady state. The symmetric case also includes situations in which a negative
demand shock has already a�ected the economy and the government designs �scal stimulus. The
marginal propagation of �scal stimulus (relative to no �scal stimulus) is also captured here as long
as the stimulus is small and does not make any sector supply constrained.

The second case, explored in Section VI below, considers a scenario in which some sectors are
demand constrained while others are supply constrained. We refer to this case as “asymmetric
propagation”.

In both cases, and throughout the rest of the paper, we focus on one-period lived shocks in
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period t = 0 to allow for a tractable analysis. In general, however, even in that case, temporary
disturbances may reshu�e wealth across cells, which lead to small permanent changes in spending
behavior, proportional to the product of the steady state interest rate and wealth that was reshu�ed.
As both the interest rate and the length of the shock are small, we expect this e�ect to be of no
importance for our results. We therefore follow Woodford (2020) and assume a discount factor
close to 1, that is, we take β → 1, implying ι→ 0.

V.A Generalized Keynesian cross

We begin by deriving a generalized “Keynesian cross” that characterizes the propagation of demand
shocks in nominal terms. To do so, we �rst hold individual household incomes �xed and consider
the “partial equilibrium” changes in sectoral demands induced by the shocks.12 Then, we compute
the general equilibrium e�ects, including the changes in household incomes.

Consider a small perturbation of period-0 shocks {δi} and �scal policy {Ti0, Gj0}. All �scal
policy is assumed to be de�cit-�nanced and repaid by a constant lump-sum tax on all cells in periods
t ≥ 1. We prove in Appendix Appendix E.B that, under tC:\Users\kilianhuber\Dropbox\Research\Ludwig-
Kilian\Demand Networks\Danish Macro\Paperhose assumptions, the economy is back at its steady
state in all periods t ≥ 1. We now characterize the e�ects of the shocks on period 0 outcomes.

Unconstrained agents’ consumption is determined by their Euler equationαij/cuij0 = Pj0 ·δi/cui ,
which to �rst order becomes

d
(
Pj0c

u
ij0

)
= −cuij · dδi = −(1− µi)cijdδi. (14)

Constrained agents’ consumption is determined by their budget and borrowing constraints, giving

d
(
Pj0c

h
ij0

)
= αij

(
µidTi0 + µidy

labor
i0 + µ̃idy

capital
i0

)
, (15)

where we denote by dylabori0 and dycapitali0 the changes in cell i’s labor and pro�t income. Together,
consumption of household cell i becomes

d (Pj0cij0) = −(1− µi)αijci · dδi + αij

(
µidTi0 + µidy

labor
i0 + µ̃idy

capital
i0

)
. (16)

As (16) makes apparent, the share of hand-to-mouth households in cell i, µi, is essentially the
average MPC out of labor and transfer income of cell i. µ̃i is the MPC out of pro�t income. Nominal

12This notion of partial equilibrium follows Farhi and Werning (2019) and Auclert, Rognlie and Straub (2018).
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income changes of household cell i are given by

dylabori0 =
∑
j∈J

λij
1

Nj

d (Nj0Wj0) , dycapitali0 = κijdΠj0. (17)

Changes in the demand for the goods produced by �rm cell j in period 0 is given by the
linearized version of (9)

dYj0 =
∑
j′∈J

dXj′j0 +
∑
i∈I

dcij0 + dGj0. (18)

Using (11) applied to t = 0, we �nd

d (Pj′0Xjj′0) = γXj ωjj′d (Pj0Yj0) d (Wj0Nj0) = γNj d(Pj0Yj0) dΠ0 =
∑
j∈J

γKj d (Pj0Yj0) .

(19)
Combining (19) with (16), (17) and (18), we �nd a recursive equation for the change in sales of a
given sector

d(Pj0Yj0) =
∑
j′∈J

γXj′ ωj′jd (Pj′0Yj′0)+
∑
i∈I

αijµi

(∑
j′∈J

Λij′γ
N
j′ d(Pj′0Yj′0) +

∑
j′∈J

κij′γ
K
j′ d (Pj′0Yj′0)

)
+
∑
i∈I

αij (µidTi0 − (1− µi)ci · dδi) + dGj0. (20)

We denote partial equilibrium sectoral demands by

∂Yj0 ≡
∑
i∈I

αij (µidTi0 − (1− µi)ci · dδi) + dGj0. (21)

Stacking (20) as we did in (13) and denoting the vector stacking d(Pj0Yj0) by d(P0Y0) we arrive
at

d(P0Y0) =
(
ΩDX + ADµΛDN + ADµ̃KDK

)
d(P0Y0) + ∂Y0. (22)

There are two crucial di�erences between (22) and (13). First, (22) characterizes the response
of nominal sales in response to a shock at t = 0, captured by ∂Y0, rather than the steady state.
More importantly, there is are two additional matrices in (22): Dµ is a diagonal matrix with entries
µi along the diagonal; Dµ̃ is a diagonal matrix with entries µ̃i. This is because (22) only involves
spending at date 0, not in all periods, which is precisely characterized by household cells’ MPCs.
Since µi < 1 for at least one i by Assumption 1, the matrix ΩDX + ADµΛDN + ADµ̃KDK has
a spectral radius smaller than 1, which will ensure uniqueness of the solution.

Translating (22) into value added, using that nominal value added changes according to
dV0 =

(
I− ΩDX

)
d (P0Y0), we arrive at the following result.
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Proposition 1 (Keynesian cross of the demand network). The response of nominal output (value
added) dV0 to demand shocks is characterized by the following generalized Keynesian cross

dV0 = ∂Y0 + MdV0, (23)

where the generalized MPC matrix is given by

M ≡
(
ADµΛDN + ADµ̃KDK

) (
I− ΩDX

)−1
. (24)

The partial equilibrium demands are given by (21).
The unique solution to the Keynesian cross (23) is

dV0 = (I−M)−1 ∂Y0. (25)

Equation (23) is a many-agent, multi-sectoral Keynesian cross. The crucial di�erence to a
traditional Keynesian cross lies in its “generalized MPC matrix” M, which is a matrix product
that includes our four networks, A, Λ, K and Ω, as well as diagonal matrices with MPCs Dµ,
Dµ̃ and diagonal matrices with factor shares DN , DK , DX . The structure of M is very intuitive,
as it captures the “circular �ow of spending” in our economy, as we illustrate in Figure IX. A
given increase in demand for �nal goods ∂Y0 �rst passes through the input-output network to
determine each sector’s ultimate sales. This takes into account that some intermediate goods are
imported from abroad, representing a “leak” to the circular �ow. The increased sales across sectors
then determine wages and pro�ts by sector, and are passed on to households through the labor
supply and pro�t distribution networks. Both types of income are spent with some MPC, with the
remainder leaving the circle as saving. The distribution of spending across �rm cells follows the
spending network.
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Figure IX: The circular �ow of spending in our model

Given dV0, we can compute other objects as well. For example, nominal income (excluding
transfers) by household cell is given by

dy0 =
(
ΛDN + KDK

) (
I− ΩDX

)−1
dV0. (26)

There does not exist a unique way to de�ne the level of real GDP in our economy as agents have
di�erent consumption bundles. Real GDP growth, however, can be de�ned using the Divisia index,

d log V 0 =
∑
j 6=<

PjVj∑
j′ 6=< Pj′Vj′

d log Vj,

where d log Vj corresponds to a change in the log value added of �rm cell j. In order to compute
real quantities, such as this one, we have to take the downward nominal wage rigidity into account.
In particular, while nominal labor income d (Wj0Nj0) in sector j is pinned down directly by dV0,

d (W0N0) =
(
I− ΩDX

)−1
dV0,

the response of employment and wages depends on the sign of d (W0N0),

dNj0 =

 1
Wj
d (Wj0Nj0) d (Wj0Nj0) < 0

0 d (Wj0Nj0) ≥ 0
, dWj0 =

0 d (Wj0Nj0) < 0

1
Nj
d (Wj0Nj0) d (Wj0Nj0) ≥ 0

(27)
In words, if nominal labor income rises after the shock, it manifests itself as rising wages; if it
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falls, it manifests itself as falling employment. Total employment responds according to dN0 ≡∑
j 6=< dNj0.

V.B Visualizing the demand network as directed graph

There are two intuitive ways in which one can visualize the demand network underlying (23) as
a directed graph. The �rst one is as a directed graph whose nodes correspond to �rm cells and
whose edges have weights and direction corresponding to what fraction of 1 unit in additional
spending in one cell ends up as spending in another. We plot this graph in Figure X. We color the
nodes according to their region (non-retail nodes are the light purple nodes in the center). The size
of each node is scaled by the log employment. The algorithm to plot the network automatically
co-locates highly connected nodes. While �rm cells from the same region are typically located
close to each other, the top right, which corresponds to regions on the main island Zealand, are
densely connected, capturing spillovers across regions through the four networks.
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Figure X: The demand network as a directed graph between �rm cells

The second way to visualize the network is as a directed graph whose nodes correspond to
household cells, and whose edges have weights and direction corresponding to what fraction of
1 unit of additional household spending ends up as income in another household cell. We plot
this graph in Figure XI. The coloring is the same as in Figure X, with node size given by the total
income in a node. The largest nodes thus correspond to the main municipality of Copenhagen
(yellow), and the second largest city of Aarhus (brown, left). The geographical clustering is even
more pronounced in this plot. For example, the top right part of the network correspond to
municipalities on the islands of Zealand and Lolland, while the left part corresponds to Northern
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and Mid Jutland.

Figure XI: The demand network as a directed graph between household cells

V.C Which networks propagate shocks across regions?

We can use the household cell based graph to track how 1 unit spent by a household in one region
is earned by a household in a di�erent region. Figure XII does this by “tracking” each unit of
spending by a household in a given cell. It is shown as light gray if it leaves Denmark, as dark
gray if it remains in the same region, and as one of four colors according to network it leaves the
region in. For example, 1 unit of spending on co�ee in Copenhagen that is earned by a barista that
lives somewhere else would show up as contribution of the labor supply network. If the barista
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lives in Copenhagen but spends the additional income in Aarhus, it shows up as contribution of
the spending network. Figure XII shows that the contributions of both the spending network and
the labor supply network are very heterogeneous across household cells.

Figure XII: Where is $1 of spending earned?

V.D Aggregate multipliers

We next compute the aggregate e�ects of demand shocks in the symmetric case. In nominal terms,
the aggregate e�ect is given by

∑
j 6=< Vj0 which we for simplicity denote by 1′dV0. In –real terms,

the aggregate e�ect is given by the change in real GDP dV 0. The following result characterizes
both.

Proposition 2 (Aggregate e�ects of demand shocks). The e�ect of the demand shocks on aggregate
nominal output is given by

1′dV0 = 1′ (I−M)−1 ∂Y0. (28)

The e�ect on aggregate real output is given by

dV 0 = η′ (I−M)−1 ∂Y0, (29)
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where η ≡ 1−
(
I−DXΩ′

)−1
DK1 is the vector of network-adjusted labor shares.

Proposition 2 characterizes the aggregate e�ects of demand shocks in the demand network.
It shows that the partial equilibrium spending shocks ∂Y0 are according to (I−M′)−1 1 in the
case of nominal output. This vector is the Katz centrality measure for the �rm cell to �rm cell
spending network shown in Figure X. Shocks to �rm cells that are central in the network are
therefore more ampli�ed and lead to larger responses in aggregate nominal output.

For aggregate real output, (29) shows that the structure of the equation is very similar. The
only di�erence is that the centrality score used here is instead given by (I−M′)−1 η, which
discounts output responses of �rm cells that are capital intensive, using the network-adjusted
labor shares η (see Baqaee 2015 for early work on the role of network-adjusted labor shares).

In the case of �scal policy, the expressions (28) and (29) imply that real and nominal spending
multipliers are simply given by the centrality measures

nominal: (I−M′)
−1

1 real: (I−M′)
−1
η,

while real and nominal transfer multipliers are given by

nominal: A′Dµ (I−M′)
−1

1 real: A′Dµ (I−M′)
−1
η.

There are two useful benchmarks, in which case Proposition 2 simpli�es further. These will
be helpful to understand what in the data is driving the centrality measures. The �rst is a closed
economy benchmark with equal MPCs.

Proposition 3 (Benchmark for closed economy with equal MPCs). Assume a closed economy, that
is αi< = Ω<j = κ<j = 0, and equal MPCs, that is, µi = µ̃i = µ for some µ. Then, nominal aggregate
output is

1′dV0 =
1

1− µ
1′∂Y0,

so that nominal spending multipliers are equal across �rm cells at 1/(1− µ) and nominal transfer
multipliers are equal across household cells at µ/(1− µ).

If we, in addition, assume that labor shares of value added are identical, that is, γNj /
(
1− γXj

)
= η

for some µ, then aggregate real output is

dV 0 =
η

1− µ
1′∂Y0

and real spending multipliers are equal across �rm cells at η/(1− µ) and real transfer multipliers
are equal across household cells at η µ/(1− µ).
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This result demonstrates that, in the symmetric case, any heterogeneity in centrality across �rm
and household cells requires either heterogeneity in MPCs, or an open economy, or heterogeneity
in labor shares across sectors.

What is interesting about this benchmark is that it still allows for arbitrary networks. It merely
ensures that each “node” (i.e. �rm or household cell) in the network is equally central by assuming
“leakage” from the network in Figure IX (in terms of saving or spending abroad) is the same for all
nodes. This then leads to identical ampli�cation of demand shocks for each node.

An alternative way to ensure that a set of nodes are equally central in a network is to assume
they share the exact same links to the rest of the network. In this spirit, the following benchmark
result brings out the relevant of the four networks.

Proposition 4 (Benchmark for symmetric networks). If MPCs are equal, µi = µ̃i = µ for some µ,
and the spending network is symmetric, αij = αi′j , for all i, i′, j, nominal and real transfer multipliers
are identical across household cells.

If labor shares are equal, and the input-output, pro�t, and labor supply networks are symmetric,
nominal and real spending multipliers are equal across �rm cells, and the aggregate e�ect of demand
shocks is independent of the shocked �rm cells.

We illustrate these results for the case of �scal policy, that is, for real transfer and spending
multipliers. Figure XIII shows aggregate real output multipliers for transfers and government
spending. The black line in both panels shows that overall, multipliers are modest, with transfer
multipliers around 0.30 and spending multipliers around 0.95. There is quite a bit of variation
across cells, though. For example, the highest spending multipliers are 1.15, while the lowest are
0.65.

Figure XIII: Aggregate real output multipliers: role of MPCs and openness

(a) Transfer multipliers across household cells (b) Spending multipliers across �rm cells
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What accounts for this variation? To answer this question, we apply a decomposition motivated
by our �rst benchmark result in Proposition 3. We see that shutting o� MPC heterogeneity does
limit the variation in transfer multipliers to some extent but leaves the variation in spending
multipliers almost unchanged. Assuming a closed economy—by assuming away foreign spending
by households, imported intermediate inputs, and cross-border pro�t �ows—signi�cantly reduces
the variation. This suggests that a central factor explaining the centrality of nodes in the demand
network is the extent to which they directly or indirectly cause spending to leave the country. As
a �nal step, we assume that sectors have equal labor shares. In that case, real multipliers in (29)
are identical across cells. We see that variation in labor shares across sectors is also an important
cause of heterogeneity in multipliers across cells.

We also apply our second benchmark result in Proposition 4 to understand the variation of
multipliers across cells. Figure XIV(a) shows that much variation in real transfer multipliers
is determined by the spending network rather than MPC heterogeneity. In Figure XIV(b), we
successively assume equal labor shares across sectors, a symmetric input-output matrix, and
symmetric labor supply and pro�t networks. Both variation in labor shares as well as the three
networks are relevant for understanding the variation in multipliers. Together, these �ndings
demonstrate that, in the context of an open economy—where Proposition 3 does not apply,—
the network structure of the economy is central to understanding the variation in aggregate
multipliers.

Figure XIV: Aggregate real output multipliers: role of network structure

(a) Transfer multipliers across household cells (b) Spending multipliers across �rm cells
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V.E Heterogeneous exposure to aggregate shocks

We have explored the aggregate e�ects of demand shocks that hit speci�c cells in the economy.
Next, we do the reverse and ask how aggregate shocks a�ect individual cells. To do so, we assume
that each household reduces their spending by 1 unit. We then ask: Which household cells’
incomes fall the most (per household)?

Figure XV(a) shows the distribution of income losses across household cells. As one can see,
there is a large degree of variation. Some household cells see incomes fall by a modest 0.7 units,
while others see incomes fall by close to 2 units on average. Who are the households that are
particularly exposed? Figure XV(b) o�ers one answer. It shows income losses for the average
household in a region. Households that reside in cities are the most exposed. This is partly because
average incomes are largest in cities, and partly because all households spend in urban areas while
mostly rural households spend in rural areas (see also Figure III).

Figure XV: Heterogeneous exposure to aggregate shocks

(a) Distribution across household cells (b) Distribution across regions

VI Asymmetric Propagation through the Demand Network

We have shown in the preceding section that �scal multipliers can be quite heterogeneous across
cells, even in the case of symmetrically demand constrained �rm cells. However, in that case,
�scal multipliers are independent of the shock that made �rm cells demand constrained in the
�rst place.

This changes in this section, where we consider the case of asymmetric propagation, which is
what we refer to a situation in which only a subset of �rm cells are demand constrained. We use
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identi�er φj ∈ {0, 1} to encode whether a sector is demand constrained, φj = 1, or not, φj = 0.13

Note that asymmetric propagation only di�ers in its e�ects on real output, which is why we
exclusively focus on this case here. For reference, we denote by dV sym

0 = η′ (I−M)−1 ∂Y0 the
response of real GDP in (29) that would materialize in the symmetric case, where all �rm cells
were demand constrained, and by dNsym

0 the employment response in the symmetric case across
all �rm cells. We �nd the following result.

Proposition 5. In case only a subset of �rm cells is demand constrained, the response of real aggregate
output to demand shocks is given

dV 0 = φ · dV sym

0 + Cov (φ, dNsym
0 ) , (30)

where φ ≡ 1
|J |−1

∑
j 6=R φj is the average degree φj . In particular, �scal multipliers are greater if they

are “targeted”, in that they lead to greater employment gains in constrained �rm cells.

Proposition 5 neatly characterizes the e�ects of demand shocks with only a subset of �rm cells
being demand constrained. This is best illustrated for the case of �scal policy. If a shock constrains
department stores in Copenhagen, and households in Aarhus are stimulated, the covariance term
in (30) will likely be small, and even negative. If instead, those households that regularly shop at
department stores and have high spending propensities are stimulated, the covariance term in (30)
will be positive and large. The term captures the bene�ts of targeted �scal policy.

We illustrate the term quantitatively in Figure XVI for the case of transfer and spending
multipliers. To do so, we assume a random half of all �rm cells are demand constrained, φj = 1. The
others are not. We then compute transfer multipliers for all households and spending multipliers
for all �rm cells. The lines in Figure XVI, when compared to the black lines in Figure XIV show
how much additional (and large) variation is induced by the asymmetry across �rm cells. Of
course, our model is stylized in that φj does not take intermediate values. If intermediate values
were allowed, there would not be a “step” in Panel (b). Instead, the step would be smoothed out
across all �rm cells.

13The parameter φj corresponds to the sensitivity of employment to labor demand in a given sector j. In our
model, this can only take a single value. In practice, intermediate φj ∈ (0, 1) are plausible as well.
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Figure XVI: Aggregate real output multipliers with asymmetric propagation

(a) Transfer multipliers across household cells (b) Spending multipliers across �rm cells

VII Application to the Great Recession

We now apply our model to study a large shock that hit the Danish economy: the Great Recession
2008/09. We highlight the role of networks and interdependencies in shaping the outcomes across
regions and sectors. We then use our knowledge of the underlying network structure to study
policy and highlight the bene�ts of targeted �scal policy.

The Danish Great Recession. Denmark experienced a large recession in 2008/09, with real
GDP in 2009 falling 10% below the pre-crisis trend. This was the result of two parallel shocks. The
�rst, and most important one, was a reduction in export volumes by about a third. The second
was a banking crisis that spilled over into the real economy by forcing households to de-lever and
�rms to lay o� workers.

Modeling the Recession. We model this episode using the demand shocks δi. We use the
actually experienced declines in export volumes by �rm cell to inform the magnitude of the shock
δ< as well as the pattern of the export reductions across �rm cells dc<j0. The remaining demand
shocks δi, i 6= < capture reductions in domestic spending. Since our transactions-based measure
of spending is not available as far back as the Great Recession, we use observed car purchases by
household cells in 2009 relative to previous years as a proxy to inform the relative magnitude of
the spending declines across household cells. Since car purchases are more sensitive to business
cycles, we scale the measured percentage drop in car purchases by one-�fth, which is the ratio of
the drop in aggregate non-durable spending to the drop in aggregate car spending. This gives us
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the observed spending decline across household cells.
The spending declines across household cells are general equilibrium outcomes, however, and

not equal to the primitive shocks δi themselves. To infer the primitive shocks δi, we use our model
to back out the exact shocks δi that must have hit the economy in order to produce the observed
spending decline across household cells, in the presence of the large negative export demand
shock and in the presence of actual Danish stimulus policies.

Together, this strategy allows us to compute the entire set of primitive demand shocks δi by
domestic and foreign households that hit the Danish economy in 2008/09 according to our model.
When just the demand shocks are fed into the model, absent any policy response, the model
predicts a real GDP decline of 11.2% and an employment decline of 14%. Figure XVII illustrates
the percentage declines in average household incomes in response to the shock. As can be seen,
almost all households su�ered signi�cant income declines. Despite that, there is still meaningful
heterogeneity across regions

Figure XVII: Geography of income declines in response to the Great Recession shock

Comparing �scal policy interventions. We now compare the e�ectiveness of several transfer
and spending policies in combating the Great Recession shock. We focus on the total employment
gain in response to the policies as measure of success of the policies.14 We allow for four degrees of
“targeting” of the transfers and spending policies. For example, in the context of transfer policies,
we allow for: “uniform” targeting, in which all households receive the same transfer; “regional
targeting”, in which transfers depend on the region of the household; “sectoral targeting”, in
which transfers depend on the household’s sector of work; and “unrestricted targeting”, in which

14In future iterations of this draft we intend to speak to welfare maximizing policies as well.
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transfers can di�er by a household’s individual household cell. The four degrees of targeting are
similar for spending policies.

Figure XVIII shows the employment gains relative to the 14% employment loss absent policy
interventions, across the four transfer policies and the four spending policies. Transfer policies
with unrestricted targeting do signi�cantly better than any other form of targeted or uniform
transfer policies. For spending policies, sectoral targeting is key. This is because the Great
Recession in Denmark was mainly an export demand shock, for which raising domestic spending
is the appropriate response. Instead, spending policies targeted towards export-facing �rm cells
are optimal.15

Figure XVIII: The bene�ts of targeted �scal policy in mitigating the Great Recession

VIII Conclusion

How and why do interdependencies between regions and sectors matter? Do they a�ect aggregate
outcomes and the distribution of growth across region-sector cells? This paper provides answers
in three steps.

First, we comprehensively measure four key networks that connect regions and sectors in the
Danish economy: spending, labor supply, pro�t distribution, and input-output networks. We use
new text extraction methods and detailed micro data, including information linking spenders and
retailers and administrative registers. Armed with the new information, we show key patterns
that characterize the networks, including the correlation between spender and retail worker
characteristics and the role of distance.

The second part of the paper presents a many-agent multi-sector model that incorporates the
four networks. The model matches the level of disaggregation of our empirical work, including

15In our model, �scal spending policies are nearly identical to “short time work” type policies which pay �rms to
keep workers employed.
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allowing for networks of arbitrary shape. The model highlights that the networks are crucial for
the impacts of economic shocks. This holds both for symmetric shocks (which a�ect all regions
and sectors similarly) and for asymmetric shocks (where the impacts across regions and sectors
are heterogeneous). We characterize the disaggregated Keynesian cross, which determines how
demand shocks propagate across region-sector cells.

Finally, we turn to the Great Recession and highlight the policy relevance of our �ndings.
Our measurement and theory allow policymakers to design highly targeted �scal policy. Such
policies are signi�cantly more cost-e�ective. Network-based, targeted interventions are up to 80
percent cheaper than targeted ones, for the same employment gain. Optimal policy depends on
the nature of the initial shocks, so policies need to be tailor-made and cannot respond to individual
characteristics in the same manner in response to every shock.
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Appendix A Figures and Tables

Figure A.I: Marginal propensities to consume and individual characteristics
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Figure A.II: Marginal net tax rates across income bins
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Notes: The �gure plots marginal tax rates, estimated as in Appendix D.
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Table A.I: Sector classi�cation

Sector Retail Sector
1 Food away from home Yes
2 Entertainment Yes
3 Groceries Yes
4 Medical and drug stores, specialized advice Yes
5 Fuel, commuting, auto sales and repair Yes
6 Hotels, rental cars Yes
7 Flights, telecommunications, insurance, utilities Yes
8 Specialized retail stores Yes
9 High-end department stores Yes
10 Home improvement and building stores and services Yes
11 Business services, media No
12 Administrative services No
13 Manufacturing No
14 Wholesale No
15 Finance No
16 Business organizations and associations No
17 Agriculture, mining, utilities, construction, freight No
18 Not in workforce and others No
19 Retired No
20 Public health No
21 Students No
22 Public education No
23 Public administration No
24 Unemployed No

Notes: The table lists the sectoral classi�cations used to construct the four networks.
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Table A.II: Individual summary statistics

Full population Danske Bank sample
Number of adults 4,367,226 858,409
Mean age 48.56 49.97
Mean income 298,834 281,039
Mean liquid assets-to-income ratio 1.09 1.03
Mean Special Pension payout 6,407 5,905
Age distribution

18-39 0.35 0.34
40-59 0.35 0.32
60+ 0.30 0.34

Income distribution
Quintile 1 0.20 0.22
Quintile 2 0.20 0.23
Quintile 3 0.20 0.21
Quintile 4 0.20 0.18
Quintile 5 0.20 0.17

Liquid assets-to-income ratio distribution
Quintile 1 0.20 0.20
Quintile 2 0.20 0.21
Quintile 3 0.20 0.19
Quintile 4 0.20 0.20
Quintile 5 0.20 0.20

Notes: The table compares summary statistics for the Danish population from administrative registers with a sample of exclusive
Dankse Bank customers.
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Appendix B Constructing the Spending Network

We observe a range of payment methods used by Danish individuals in our sample. Card payments
accounted for 57 percent of the total value of payment transactions on Danske Bank accounts
in 2016. The most common card was Dankort (debit cards issued by Nets A/S), followed by
MasterCard (debit and credit cards) and Visa (debit and credit cards). Cash withdrawals accounted
for 9 percent of transaction value, while direct debit and bills accounted for 31 percent. Mobile
applications, such as Apple Pay or the Denmark-speci�c MobilePay, made up 3 percent.

Appendix B.A Identifying the Merchant Address

The merchant address details provided in each string di�er slightly by payment type.

• Dankort statements include a unique ID number for each store for transactions in Denmark
and the country name for transactions abroad. We match the Danish store IDs to the exact
store address using a table issued by Dankort.

• MasterCard includes a detailed store address directly in the transaction string in the following
format: store ID, shop name, street name, house number, postal code, country.

• Visa reports the store ID, shop name, and town for each transaction. The store IDs used by
Visa and MasterCard generally coincide. Based on the MasterCard data, we can therefore
construct a table matching store ID and detailed address. In very few cases, a store ID
gets used twice for a Danish store and a foreign store. In these cases, we assume that the
transaction took place in the Danish store.

• Some transactions in MobilePay and Apple Pay contain store addresses, but many do not.
There is no clear system for which transactions contain addresses, likely due to the recent
development of these transactions.

Having extracted a store address, we convert it to a consistent format using an API service provided
by the government agency Styrelsen for Dataforsyning og E�ektivisering (http://dawa.aws.
dk/dok/api/adgangsadresse#datavask). This conversion has several advantages.
It identi�es precise geocodes for each store; misspelled addresses; and addresses that appear twice
due to minor di�erences in formatting or spelling.

The API compares the store addresses from the card transaction with its database of o�cial
addresses. It iterates in a Levenshtein manner (i.e., it calculates the number of letters/digits that
must be exchanged before one string is equal to another). We force the Levenshtein process to
consider only addresses with the exactly identical postcode. Municipalities are combinations of
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several postcodes. By restricting to the same postcode, we ensure that the Levenshtein process
cannot change the municipality information, the component information that we use to construct
our spending matrix.

If the API cannot match the address unambiguously (so called C-match), we remove the �rst
line of the address, which often combines abbreviations of store name and street, making it di�cult
to automatically recognize. We also check whether the address contains the name of a shopping
mall, rather than an o�cial address. If so, we replace the name of the mall with the address and
rerun the API process. Finally, we manually research the o�cial address of the 100 most common
unmatched addresses.

Ultimately, we identify the o�cial shop address for 95% of card and mobile spending, which
we use to create the spending network. Some mobile applications (e.g., MobilePay) and online
services (e.g., PayPal) do not directly send the purchase amount to a sales terminal, but transfer
to a central account �rst before paying the store. We observe cannot observe the store for such
transactions. We also do not observe address information for cash withdrawals, some mobile
transactions, and direct debit and bill payments. We assume that the regional distribution of
cash withdrawals and mobile payments is identical to the regional distribution of other spending
outgoing from the relevant cell. Since we observe sectoral information for direct debit and bill
payments, we can use the regional distribution of spending on a given sector to assign direct debit
and bill payments across regions.

Appendix B.B Identifying the Merchant Sector

To generate a spending network, we need to match the products sold in each store to the sectors
producing them. So far, there exists no mapping between stores and sectors in the literature.
Transaction data contain a Merchant Category Code (MCC) for each store, an internationally
standardized categorization on the types of goods and services sold. Danish �rm and employment
data use the European sectoral classi�cation NACE Rev. 2 (in turn, based on the United Nations
ISIC Rev. 4).

We create a new cross-walk between MCCs and sectors. Our method is based on identifying
both MCC and sector code for as many individual establishments as possible, roughly 10,000.
We link the MCC to the tax ID number, since both are recorded on bank statements of these
establishments. We then use the tax ID to identify these establishments in the Danish Central
Business Register (CVR), which also lists their sector (at the level of 741 sector codes).

We de�ne 10 spending categories that re�ect the types of goods and services sold by stores. We
then go through each of the 741 sector codes and identify the spending category that dominates.
In very few cases, two spending categories appear equally often. In these cases, we manually
research the �rms in the respective sector and match them with a �tting spending category.
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There are several sectors that receive no consumer spending. We group them according to
their NACE classi�cations. The full sectoral breakdown appears in Table A.I.

Appendix B.C Identifying Household Sector of Work and Region

We identify households’ sector of employment using text information on incoming salary payments.
Individuals above the age of 65 and without any incoming salary are in the retired sector. If pubic
bene�ts account for the largest share of an individual’s total income, we assign them to the
unemployed sector. If student bene�ts make up the largest share, we assign them to students.
Individuals who don’t receive incoming salary payments associated with a sector are not in the
workforce.

We use the address that account holders registered with Danske Bank to identify their region
of residence. We measure individuals’ sector of employment and region separately in every month.
This means that households’ spending behavior is used to measure the spending behavior of their
current cell, even after they move to another sector or region.

Some household region-sector cells contain fewer than ten individuals and some �rm cells
receive fewer than ten incoming transactions. We do not include these cells in our spending
network to preserve anonymity, which means we censor 0.7 percent of total spending and set it to
0.

Appendix B.D Online Spending

Card transaction data include whether the transaction was online or in a physical shop. Dankort
transactions include a straightforward indicator for online transactions. Mastercard and Visacard
transactions contain information on the ISO 8583 information, an internationally standardized,
coded message sent by a sales terminal in a transaction. If the POS7 code (input method) equals 1,
6, K, or L or if the POS5 (cardholder) code equals 5, we identify an online transaction.

Based on the card transactions, we can identify which store IDs which stores are physical
locations and which sell online. We use this information to identify whether payments using mobile
applications were made online or in a physical store. We treat payments using mobile applications
(e.g., MobilePay) and online services (e.g., PayPal) without store ID as online transactions.

In constructing the spending network, we generally treat online spending identically to
spending in a physical location. That means that we identify the region-sector cell of the store
and assign the incoming spending to this cell. However, for a few sectors, we adjust the regional
(but not sectoral) distribution of online spending. Speci�cally, for sectors where we know that
consumption of the �nal good or service entirely takes place in a physical location, we assign
all online spending using the regional distribution of spending in physical stores. The online
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spending on these sectors often goes to the central payment terminal of a parent company before
being assigned to the physical store. For instance, online purchases of cinema tickets are often
booked through a central company terminal in Copenhagen, even though consumption happen in
local movie theaters. The same is true for food ordered from local restaurants, medical services,
or car repair. The full list of sectors where we change the regional distribution is: food away
from home; entertainment; medical and other specialized stores; commuting; auto repair; hotels;
rental cars; home improvement services. (These sectors are often sub-categories of the breakdown
reported in Table A.I.)

Appendix C Data to Estimate MPCs

Danish administrative registers contain annual information about SP pay-outs, recorded for
tax purposes. Due to the low number of remaining account holders in 2010, the government
announced that the SP program would shut down. From May 2010, all remaining accounts were
closed and the money was paid out automatically.

We do not have direct information on how much each individual was eligible for on June
1, 2009 but since all accounts were closed and paid out by 2010, we can infer this by simply
adding the individual’s pay-outs for 2009 and 2010. Conditional on eligibility, the average after-tax
amount was 9,318 DKK (1,800 USD), but with substantial variation across individuals: 25 percent
of account holders got less than 5,700 DKK (1,100 USD), while the top 25 percent got 12,300 DKK
(2,400 USD) or more. The tax registers also contain third-party reported information on total
annual income as well as the total value of liquid assets held in checking and savings accounts
and �nancial securities.

We merge the information from the registers with monthly spending measures from the
Danske Bank data. For this particular analysis, we limit the sample to individuals with at least
�ve spending transactions in each month and focus on the period from January 2009 to May 2010.
We cannot identify the merchant receiving SP-induced spending, since merchant information is
only available from 2018 and cannot be merged with the administrative registers.

Appendix D Marginal Taxes and Transfers

Taxes and transfers determine to what extent shocks to gross income a�ect spendable funds. We
study marginal net tax rates in Denmark and how they vary across the income distribution.

Danish administrative registers measure income, taxes paid, and public transfers received for
everyone living in Denmark. Taxes include all income-dependent and property taxes. Transfers
include unemployment, social security, early retirement, child subsidy, and all other social security
payments. We de�ne net taxes as total taxes paid minus total transfers received.
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We estimate marginal net tax rates across the income distribution, using data from 2009 to
2019. We de�ne variables that measure the annual income change in bins of 10k DKK (1,600 USD).
For instance, an individual whose earnings change from 10k to 25k would have a value of 10k
in the 10-20k bin, a value of 5k in the 20-30k bin, and zero in all other bins. We then regress the
annual change in net taxes on a set of regressors that indicate the annual income change in each
bin:

∆net taxesit =
∑
q

µq ×∆income in bin qit + εit, (A1)

where i indexes individuals and t indexes years. The coe�cients µq represent the marginal net
tax rate in income bin q.

The marginal net tax rate is relatively steady at around 0.6 for incomes below roughly 50k
USD (Figure A.II, panel A). It drops sharply to 0.4 between 50k and 60k, and remains roughly at
0.4 afterward. The pattern is primarily driven by the distribution of transfers across the income
distribution. Transfers are high for individuals below 50k and close to zero above 60k.

We also measure the participation tax rate, by restricting the sample to individuals that switch
in or out of employment and reestimating equation A1 (panel B). The participation tax rate is
relatively constant around 0.4 across the income distribution.

Appendix E Details on the theory

Appendix E.A Steady state characterization

Appendix E.B Steady state after t = 1 with β → 1
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